Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1. adj. [that can be hammered into shapes without breaking]
pliable; pliant; ductile; tensile; plastic
2. adj. [easily influenced] tractable

1.

Word
malleable ®

brittle; petrified;
calcific

Related Words:
brittle: adj. easily broken or shattered beacuase hard and
inflexible
Analogy:
malleable : shape :: irresolute : opinion
malleable : knead :: permeable : penetrate
malodorous

adj. [having a bad odor] stinking; rancid; noisome

fragrant

manifest

1.

1.
2.

2.
3.
4.

adj. [clearly apparent or obvious to the mind or senses]
evident; patent; plain; obvious
v. [show clearly] reveal; exhibit; evince; disclose; display
v. [to provide evidence for] attest; certify; demonstrate;
substantiate
n. [itemized list of a ship’s cargo; a list of cargo and
passengers on an airplane] invoice

latent; occult; obscure
obscure

Analogy:
manifest : discernible :: stentorian : audible
manifest : perceive :: brittle : break
manifest : cargo :: repertoire : performance
manifest : discernible :: savory : palatable
manipulate

1.
2.
3.

v. [to work or operate with hands, esp. with skill] handle
v. [to manage or control shrewdly often in an unfair manner]
v. [to falsify figures or to manipulate prices for one’s own
benefit ] fudge; falsify; misrepresent; rig; wangle

Analogy: dexterous : manipulate :: prescient : predict
marked

1.
2.

marshal

1.
2.

masochist

adj. [easily noticeable] obvious; distinct; conspicuous;
pronounced
adj. [singled out to be watched for as an object of suspicion
or for revenge]
v. [to arrange (troops, ideas, etc.) in logical order] array,
organize; order; dispose
v. [to make ready for action or use] mobilize; summon

n. [one who obtain pleasure by inflicting pain on oneself]

sadist

Related Words:
sadist: n. one who obtains pleasure by inflicting pain on others
masquerade

n. [a pretension of being someone that you are not] imposture
Analogy: masquerade : feeling :: dissemble : information

masticate

v. [to grind or crush food with teeth in preparation for swallowing]
chew; chomp; crunch; munch; ruminate
Analogy: tooth : masticate :: lung : respire

materialism

n. [a desire for wealth and material possessions with little
interest in ethical or spiritual matters] philistinism

maudlin

adj. [sentimental In a demonstrative(tearful) or silly way]
mawkish; mushy; bathetic; slushy
Analogy:
maudlin : sentimental :: obsequious : deferential
maudlin : sentiment :: pedantic : scholarship

mausoleum

n. [a large burial chamber, esp. one that is above ground] crypt;
tomb; sepulcher; memorial

jovial

